
There were over 1,000 entries, but only one recipe was named US Foods Next 
Top Product. In a cook-off at the World Food Championships in Las Vegas 
in November, Chef Jerrmy Gawthrop, co-owner of Greenhouse Grille in 
Fayetteville, AR., was named the winner for his black bean slider recipe.

“I’m not really competitive by nature. My US Foods rep talked me into it,”  
admits Chef Jerrmy. “But once we really got into it, we really liked the challenge. 
I thought it was just a shot in the dark --  we’d get a trip to Vegas and that’s it.”

Chef Jerrmy compares his cooking skills to the 80’s TV show and character 
MacGyver. Known for his resourcefulness, secret agent MacGyver would 
take seemingly unrelated objects and fashion them together, creating tools to  
complete his missions. Chef Jerrmy approaches recipes the same way. “I could 
go out into our garden one day and see that the turnips had come in. On the 
same day, we get a shipment of honey. With that, we could end up having  
honey-glazed turnips on that day’s menu,” he said.

Greenhouse Grille prides itself on “creating Conscious Cuisine,” using local and 
organic products as much as possible, so seasonal ingredients tend to inspire 
the menu. The black bean slider has been part of Chef Jerrmy’s recipe arsenal 
since he and co-owner Clayton Suttle opened Greenhouse Grille nearly eight 
years ago. He took about a year perfecting the initial recipe, but his staff over the 
years has contributed to further developing the black bean slider (whether on 
purpose or by accident), making it a favorite among diners.

Aside from its bold flavors, Chef Jerrmy felt the slider made its way to the top 
because of its versatility. “It’s basically a black bean cake that works in a lot of 
applications,” he explained. “Our US Foods rep got excited about the many 
ways we could serve it, so we knew we had a winner.” 

Admittedly, Chef Jerrmy never had formal culinary training. In fact, he went to 
school to study advertising. “To pay for school, I worked in a restaurant,” he said. 

“ THE CHEFS NEEDED HELP ONE DAY, 
PULLED ME INTO THE KITCHEN AND 
SAW THE POTENTIAL IN ME.”

Later, Clayton and Chef Jerrmy started a catering company, traveling on the road 
with various music festivals and concerts. “I just couldn’t see myself working at 
a desk anymore,” said Chef Jerrmy.

He did have an opportunity to put those ad skills to work during the voting 
round when the black bean slider became a division finalist. Greenhouse Grille 
launched a social media campaign on Facebook that caught the attention of 
the area’s public radio station and press, who covered the story of Fayetteville’s  
“local boys” getting national recognition. Even the artists who performed at 
Greenville Grille promoted the slider to their Facebook fans and wherever 
they toured.

Chef Jerrmy was vacationing in Chicago when the decision was made that he, 
Clayton and their black bean slider were going to the World Food Championships 
in Las Vegas. Apparently, it wasn’t a shot in the dark after all.

“I’m flattered and proud of the win,” said Chef Jerrmy. “When word got back 
to (Greenhouse Grille), they partied until dawn. This was a victory for all of us.”

Now everyone who comes into the restaurant tells him how proud they are. And 
Chef Jerrmy and Clayton are excited to see how restaurants across the country 
will apply their recipe.

“Working with the TMs and the product development team at US Foods has 
been amazing,” said Chef Jerrmy. “You could never buy this kind of experience. 
It’s priceless.” 
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